CHAPTER XXVI.
I have once or twin* ineidenially mentioned, an affair, und< name of the. Katon-imbroglio, which, tho" in no proper sense ] cal, exerted perhaps a more injurious inlluenee upon the manag of public affairs than could be ascribed to any of the disturbing tlons of the. excited period of which 1 write. Breaking' out, very commencement of the administration, .kept alive by fcelii the bitterest character and soon directed to the. aeomplislum political as well as personal objects it. maintained for two y< foothold at the seat of the Federal (jove.rnment, a plague to intercourse, destructive, in many instances of private fiiendshi ranjLcin<4* public, business and for a season, at- least, dispara^'ii character of the Government. Kxcept perhaps the disrep scenes that were wit-messed in England, occasioned by the. <| between < Jeor^o. IV and his unfortunate Queen, there has no seen in modern times so relentless and so reckless a foray up those interests as that. 1o which I refer. There, as here, tin somewhat effaced the remembrance of scenes which, as a. genera are never so well treated as when they an* delivered over to i vourinjL*; tooth. Thai this should be the. common fate of transa which retted no credit on the living or (he dead is certainly des but. the gratification of such a wish is subject- at. all times to wi tied and unavoidable, restrictions. History asserts her ri^ht •-; within 1he limitations of truth and decency to make the \ \ices, and crimes of an epoch, as well as its virtues and merit achievements subservient, to her hii^h calling, which is to war ceding generations as well as to attract them by examples; an< vi<luals who defend themselves against attempted implicatl transactions which she must-condemn or (heir friends 'who rec the duty of protecting their memories when they can no speak for themselves, have at all times a ri<xht to probe such ; to their most secret depths in the pursuit of their objects.
Most gladly would I pass this subject without notice if (he ci stances under which I write would permit me to do so.    Altho' apnu.st my will into the very focus of the excitement and  froi to last exposed to its fury, I at. no time regarded it- with any feelings than  i host* of pain and  disgust;  pain   produced  by

